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2020: 
Prudent Growth Quantum

JANUARY - MARCH 2020

2020 is a significant year in many ways. 
It marks the start of a new decade, 
the Olympics returning to Tokyo for 
the second time and the World Expo 
where countries of the world come 
together to exhibit in one place and 
this time they will convene in Dubai in 
October. For the Chinese, 2020 also 
represents a new beginning as the 
Lunar or Chinese New Year will usher 
in a new calendar cycle, starting with 
the Rat and to be more specific, it is the 
year of the Metal Rat.

Accordingly, the Metal Rat has been 
hailed to kickstart new beginnings 
and renewals, this is said to be an 
auspicious year for those who have 
yearned to be calibrated for a new 
season. It is also touted to make 2020 
a strong, prosperous and lucky year 
because from metal, it produces 
water and this is said to be ideal for 
productivity especially for those related 
in the metal industry. In spite of this, 
there were also contrasting views from 
renowned metaphysicians.

Not that the professional real estate 
practice would admit such factors into 
the calculations, it nevertheless has an 
influence to some common beliefs at 
the workplace, especially for Chinese-
run enterprises and family-owned 
businesses who have abided by the 
conventional customs and wisdoms for 
generations. 

And speaking of generations, Malaysia 
is now experiencing a change in its 
demographic make-up where the 
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Landed properties are still the perennial favourite among Malaysians as shown in the Home Owner-
ship Campaign 2019.

society is also aging fast. This has 
prompted developers to cater to the 
needs of this segment and equip new 
townships with healthcare, wellness 
and related sub-sectors facilities. This 
could also have led to the slower 
market movement in recent years 
because big ticket items such as a 
home would have been bought many 
years ago.

But undeterred, property developers 
like EcoWorld has projected a growth 
of RM12 billion for 2019 and 2020 while 
Sunway Property Bhd affirmed a sales 
target of RM2 billion for 2020 coming 
on the back of a RM1.55 billion sales 
in 2019. Just as optimistic was also 
LBS Bina Group Bhd with a projection 
of reaching RM1.6 billion in 2020 
supported by the same target in 2019.

The Malaysian property market has by 
and large endured a rather quiet run 
in the last few years. The severity of the 
slowdown has been branded as an 
impending death row. But thankfully 
the market was saved in 2019 when 
the government consented to hold a 
Home Ownership Campaign together 
with the Real Estate and Housing 
Developers’ Association (REHDA). 
From an initial plan of six months, the 
Home Ownership Campaign 2019 
(HOC2019) was extended to the entire 
year. The results although not final at 
the time of writing has shown promising 
figures. 

As of 11 November 2019, the HOC2019 
has clocked in RM17.66 billion sales 
out of 27,823 residential units sold. 
This exceeded the RM15 billion target, 

which was revised from the RM3 billion 
set initially for the half year campaign. 
Those eyeing for affordable homes 
were likely to be the most rewarded 
due to the incentives extended during 
the campaign. 

But looking at the official tally from 
NAPIC and up to H1 2019, the market 
recorded 160,172 transactions 
worth RM68.30 billion registering an 
increase of 6.9% in volume and 0.8% 
in value as compared to H1 2018’s 
149,862 transactions worth RM67.74 
billion. Residential property leads the 
overall property sector with 62.4% 
market share. There were also 99,922 
residential transactions worth RM34.65 
billion recorded in H1 2019, up by 6.1% 
in volume and 9.5% in value. Sales 
performance in H1 2019 was better at 
30.9% against the same period in 2018 
at 20.1% or even H2 2018 at 29.2%. But 
are these good yardsticks to measure 
2020?

From our observation, the uptick 
generated from the HOC2019 may 
have been a well thought out 
strategy for the market but to see the 
momentum carry through to 2020, it 
would depend on the strength of the 
country’s economy and at present, 
dark clouds hovers at the background. 
Chief among them is the trade tensions 
between US and China. There is also 
anxiety over the likelihood mess from 
Brexit, the unresolved protests in Hong 
Kong, not forgetting our domestic 
political situation which has yet to 
affirmatively pin down a date for the 
handover of the country’s premier 
post. Conclusive prediction of a good 

market outcome will only be realised 
when these factors have a definite 
resolution or that they have come to a 
harmonious conclusion.

All is Not Lost
Judging from the measures announced 
by the Finance Minister at the tabling of 
the Budget 2020 on 11 October 2019, 
of importance are the shots in the arm 
for the younger would-be property 
owners in the form of the Youth Housing 
Scheme (YHS; for ages 20 to 40) and 
Rent-to-Own (RTO; for M40 and B40 
groups) concept. The purposeful 
allocation to extend a helping hand to 
these groups makes logical sense as 
the country as a whole can rebound 
on a stronger footing when her citizens 
are backed by an innate confidence 
stemmed from their personal wealth 
standing. The multiplier effect from a 
wiser use of personal funds including 
the availability of disposable income 
can be economically powerful as 
demonstrated by neighbour Singapore; 
a tiny republic without much natural 
resources but has leapfrogged ahead 
into the top tier of the global economy. 
And from 1 January 2020, they too 
stand to benefit from the welcoming 
measure of allowing foreigners to buy 
at a lower rate where instead of the 
usual RM1 million threshold, foreigners 
can now enjoy owning a primary 
market property from only RM600,000 
or less than S$200,000 and no more 
than US$150,000. 

Although foreign purchases in 
Malaysia on the whole remains a small 
fraction of the market, this revision may 
nevertheless repositions Malaysia and 
attract more foreign interest into buying 
residential properties here. The minor 
boost it may provide will go a long 
way, more so in the affluent addresses 
like KLCC, Mont Kiara, Bangsar and 
selected locations in Penang, Johor 
Bahru and Kota Kinabalu where such 
foreign purchases tend to congregate 
at.

Down south in Johor, the Singapore 
factor will continue to stand as a 
pillar of strength because of the 
symbiotic relationship between the 
two. Johoreans who are employed in 
Singapore will almost naturally park 
their hard earned money back in 
Johor and first among their long term 
ambition is to purchase a residential 
home. This in itself will drive the 
supply side to continue churning out 
residences to satisfy the acute desire 
for homes as urbanisation of Johor 
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Bahru continues with newer and better 
public facilities.

Klang Valley
Over in Klang Valley, attention is still very 
much on the landed properties with 
bulk of the attention at the HOC2019 
going to those priced below RM750,000 
including the strata residences. 
Properties priced below RM500,000 
were even more popular as are projects 
located near the LRT or MRT stations. 

The revived Bandar Malaysia will 
also witness some movement as the 
government has announced that the 
township will see development of a 
People’s Park and an additional 5,000 
affordable homes to support the vision 
of home ownership.

As a point of reference, affordable 
homes were initially defined as 
RM150,000 homes targeted for the 
lower income buyers who are also 
provided with a concessionary 3.5% 
interest rate. This ceiling limit has 
since been expanded to RM300,000 
and opened to buyers from the B40 
category with monthly household 
income not exceeding RM4,360.

Attention should also be given to 
the Serendah-Port Klang Rail Bypass 
and the dedicated privatised 
highway for commercial vehicles 
connecting Northport and Westport. 
The government has proposed to 
spend RM8.3 billion to undertake its 
construction. 

With these developments given the 
green light, areas located near Bandar 
Malaysia, the Rail Bypass and the North 
and Westports such as Pulau Carey are 
expected to be positively impacted 
where one can anticipate new projects 
to line up for development.

Johor
In Johor, sentiments may be brighter, 
thanks to the same Budgetary 
measures, its proximity to Singapore 
and State Government-driven initiatives 
like the Skim Jauhar Prihatin Johor, the 
state’s very own RTO. Through this Skim, 
the Johor Government has set aside 
RM30 million and 4,715 homes, each 
priced at RM150,000, to overcome 
problems faced by the M40 and B40 
buyers qualified for the Johor Affordable 
Homes (RMMJ) but were unable to 
secure loans. Resolving this means 
their home ownership aspirations can 
proceed with only RM260 monthly 
rental which after five years, half of the 

accumulated rent will be converted as 
10% down payment for the homes.

From the economic corridor of 
Iskandar Malaysia, it is also on track to 
exceed its targeted investment sum of 
RM383 billion by 2025. Already by 1H19, 
39% of the total investment received 
were foreign direct investments with 
China investing the most at RM40.65 
billion followed by Singapore’s RM20.57 
billion. In the same vein, deep pockets 
institutional and high net worth 
investors may also see the appeal of 
development lands in strategic spots in 
Johor to be attractive given the strong 
Singapore factor. This compelling 
reason is further boosted by the highly 
anticipated Rapid Transit System (RTS) 
linking Bukit Chagar in Johor Bahru 
and Woodlands in Singapore which will 
ease the congested Causeway and 
Second Link traffic. Affirmation by the 
government of the RM3.16 billion RTS, 
reduced from RM4.93 billion, was finally 
given the go ahead on 4 November 
2019 after being shelved previously 
due to its high price tag. The 4km long 
RTS will adopt the more affordable Light 
Rail Transit which can still respectably 
ferry 10,000 commuters every hour per 
direction instead of the costlier Mass 
Rapid Transit planned initially. The RTS is 
expected to be completed in 2024.
Aside from the RTS, Johoreans are also 
anticipating the Electrified Double-
Tracking Project (EDTP) linking Gemas 
and Johor Bahru and the Iskandar 
Malaysia Bus Rapid Transit (Transit 
Aliran Bas Iskandar Malaysia) as the 
state’s other catalysts. Between the 

two commuting projects, more than 60 
locations across the 11 intermediate 
KTM Southern Line stations (EDTP), 3 
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Hubs and 50 
bus stations (First Phase only) will stand 
to enjoy better convenience and with 
it, rise in social and communal activity, 
real estate demand and appreciation 
of property values. The EDTP is slated for 
completion in early 2022 while the BRT’s 
first phase of 51km (300km in total) is 
scheduled to begin in early 2022.

On the immediate horizon however, 
bright spots are expected in the leisure 
and commercial sectors as the state is 
hosting Visit Johor 2020 in conjunction 
with Visit Malaysia 2020 (VM2020), and 
the national sporting games of SUKMA 
2020. Inbound supporters cum tourists 
to the state may lend some weight to 
boost the property sector as well as the 
Johor economy.

But how far can the tourist dollars go 
to support Malaysia’s property market? 
Realistically, this should not be classified 
as a probable category given that 
the VM2020 campaign was hatched 
rather prematurely at the tail end of the 
Barisan Nasional administration and 
the ensuing marketing programmes 
also did not take off early enough due 
to the new Pakatan Harapan leaders 
taking over the reins and needed 
time to settle into office. As such, the 
objective of RM100 billion (instead 
of RM168 billion) tourism receipts to 
be spent by 30 million (instead of 36 
million) tourists are in reality mitigated 
targets to suit the prevailing market 

First time homebuyers and Malaysian youth in general are now greatly assisted by the government 
through measures like the Youth Housing Scheme and Rent-to-Own.
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factors and not robust enough to 
be assimilated as viable variables to 
stimulate the property sector.

Be that as it may, if and when plans 
drawn for the year-long campaign 
can somehow be implemented 
effectively, then tourist arrivals and 
spending will certainly experience an 
increase. Further, if the numbers exceed 
expectations, we can begin putting our 
fingers on the pulse on the leisure and 
retail sub-sectors with hopes to provide 
some kind of relief to the oversupply 
situation in the retail and office sub-
sectors which have persisted with 
inefficient occupancy and rents. 

Another possible direct booster are 
the property tours. If travel interests can 
morph into attracting international 
property enthusiasts to visit the 
Malaysian property market, then it’s 
possible that the residential sub-sector 
may see an increase in property sales 
especially now that the minimum 
threshold for foreign purchase has been 
reduced.

Into the Longer Horizon
In the long run, a good cycle of the 
property market must be one that also 
trends along the natural economic 
cycle where peaks and troughs must 
be allowed to occur. The downtime 
we’ve faced in Malaysia since 2015 are 
evidently the trough season that must 
pass and with numbers showing in 

2019 that it is already bottoming out, it 
is heartening to know that after the ball 
drops, there is only one way to rebound 
and that is up.

To keep hopes up, we reckon the 
government should continue 
extending incentives and assistance to 
first time homebuyers in the affordable 
homes category. The lending criteria 
should also be loosened but 
predicated within prudent limits so 
that the desired loan quantum of the 
buyers can be secured. 

Another consideration is to lower the 
Bank Negara Malaysia’s Overnight 
Policy Rate (OPR) to lessen the overall 
cost of borrowing. This may in turn 
spur more millennials into buying 
properties as reports have shown 
that this younger generation have a 
disbelief in the merits of owning an 
asset like a home just as how their 
parents had worked hard for. This push 
will introduce more eligible buyers and 
occupy the 1 million affordable homes 
promised by the government within 10 
years.

Those involved in the RTO schemes 
are encouraged to think through 
the details of the rental, sale and 
purchase so the prospective renter-
buyer doesn’t get dissuaded if the 
rental exceeds the market average of 
similar properties. The lending criteria 
must never be overlooked.
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Fruits of the arduous HOC2019-labour 
must also not be forgotten seeing that it 
has brought positive results. It is likely that 
most eligible buyers may have already 
completed their purchase in 2019 by 
taking advantage of the HOC. As such, 
we believe the residential segment will 
experience flattish to marginal growth 
in 2020. But because the HOC is a 
potent formula, a variant of the HOC 
may be reinstated to rejuvenate the 
market whenever necessary. Incentives 
at such time may include reduction 
of selling prices of the unsold units 
provided that the numbers can still 
justify to be profitable for the developers. 

With the advent of a new decade that 
promises new beginnings, contrastingly 
Malaysia was unable to achieve the 
Wawasan 2020 set out in 1991. But 
if it’s any consolation, some recent 
economic indicators have begun 
favouring Malaysia such as the stronger 
performance of the palm oil sector, 
recovery of crude oil prices and also 
the KLSE stock market which has been 
labelled as one of the worst performing 
markets in Asia. All these may help to 
cushion the economy and pave the 
way for the country to achieve a GDP 
growth of 4.8% as projected by the 
Finance Minister Lim Guan Eng on 1 
January 2020. Perhaps then we can 
earnestly and boldly begin looking at 
the feasibility of the Shared Prosperity 
Vision and what the property market 
can do to support this vision.
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Will 2020 Be The Turning Point for the 
Residential Property Market?

I recently attended two yearly forecast 
talks by two renowned metaphysics 
masters. One of them predicted a good 
year for the property market in Malaysia 
for 2020 due to the dominance of the 
earth element in this year’s chart whilst 
the other more prominent master said 
that because the earth element is 
strong this year, the property market will 
be sluggish. This must be confusing to 
property developers and marketeers 
in the country who have gone through 
a stressful and challenging period 
over the past few years which saw 
the volume and value of transactions 
mostly registering annual declines 
since 2015. One developer has 
described the market situation during 
this period as a slow death whilst 
another proclaimed that winter is here.

Based on the statistics released by 
NAPIC, the decline appears to have 
bottomed out in 2018 and, boosted 
by the attractive discounts and stamp 
duty savings offered during the National 
Home Ownership Campaign in 2019 
and saw the residential market staging a 
modest recovery. The Minister of Housing 
has revealed that sales recorded 
by developers during the HOC has 
exceeded the RM15 billion sales target, 
having hit 27,823 residential units worth 
RM17.66 billion as of 11 November 2019. 
It is interesting to note that the sales 
target for the HOC which was initially 
scheduled to run from 1 January to 30 
June 2019 but which was subsequently 
extended to 31 December 2019, was 
only RM3 billion so the final sales of 
over RM17 billion is a really outstanding 
achievement and it is a reflection of the 
strong underlying demand for housing. 

Our own experience with our projects 
shows that sales during the initial 
period of the HOC ie. January to June 
was very robust as homebuyers rushed 
to take advantage of the discounts 
and stamp duty savings before they 
lapsed whilst sales came in at a slower 
pace in the second half of 2019 as 
most of the serious buyers would have 
bought earlier. 

Editor’s Note

Overall, there were a total of 99,922 
residential property transactions worth 
RM34.65 billion recorded in the first half 
of 2019, which was an increase of 6.1% 
in terms of volume of transactions and 
a 9.5% rise in terms of value. The highest 
rate of increases was seen in Kuala 
Lumpur (+7%) and Selangor. (+5.8%).

With signs of a recovery, some major 
developers have recently announced 
that they have set a higher sales target 
for this year. These developers appear 
confident that the location of their 
projects as well as the mix of products 
that they have lined up for launching 
will be able to attract favourable 
market response. Although the first half 
of 2019 saw fewer new projects and 
units launched, NAPIC’s data, indicated 
a renewed confidence in the market as 
there was an increase in the number 
of new launches in the third quarter of 
2019 and we believe the fourth quarter 
as well.  

So, how do you think the market will 
fare in 2020? On the pessimistic side, 
there are some dark clouds hovering 
in the global horizon. Although a first 
phase trade agreement has been 
signed between the US and China, 
it is still a long way to come to a final 
resolution of the major disagreements 
between the top two economies in the 
world. Further, the unrest in Hong Kong 
which turned violent, has still not been 
resolved after so many months and this 
has not only affected the island state’s 
economy and businesses but also the 
confidence of international investors. 
The latest escalation of hostilities 
between the US and Iran following 
the assassination of Iran’s top military 
commander by the US and the swift 
retaliation by Iran has put the whole 
world on alert as there are fears that 
the conflict could worsen. 

On the domestic front, the slowing 
economy and absence of a definite 
date for the handover of the top 
leadership position has created 
an uncertain environment which is 

worrisome to investors. On the positive 
side, for Malaysia, we stand to benefit 
from rising oil prices as well as the 
good performance of the CPO market 
which unfortunately was tempered by 
rumours of a possible boycott by India.  
Analysts have also predicted that our 
stock market which was the worst 
performing major market in the region 
is poised to recover this year whilst our 
Ringgit also appears to be improving 
against major currencies. 

HOC2020?
For the residential property market 
what can we look forward to? The 
HOC has ended in December and 
there are no signs of it being extended 
again. Although the Minister of Finance 
has announced in Budget 2020 that 
the minimum price threshold for 
foreigners buying a residential property 
in Malaysia will be reduced from RM1 
million to RM600,000 with effect from 
1 January 2020, at the point of writing 
this editorial, there are still no clear 
announcements by the relevant 
authorities that this change has come 
into effect. Developers are still in the 
dark whether they can start selling to 
foreigners houses costing below RM1 
million. 

Tang Chee Meng.
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Although this relaxation by the Federal 
government is aimed at helping 
to boost the property market and 
reduce the current high levels of 
property overhang, land is still a state 
matter and it is up to the individual 
states to draw up and implement the 
change in policy. Further, although 
there has indeed been a pick up 
in sales of residential properties 
to foreigners in 2019, especially to 
investors from protest-hit Hong Kong, 
the total percentage of units sold to 
foreigners is still a small compared 
to the total sales transactions. Major 
investors from Hong Kong and China 
are also very selective over where 
they invest in and are not that keen 
to buy properties in areas which they 
are not familiar with which are areas 
where most of the properties priced 
under RM1 million are located in. 
Although innovative schemes like 
P2P financing and Rent-to-Own have 
been introduced in Budget 2020, 
overall, house buyers are not finding 
it any easier to secure maximum loan 
margins from the banks and this has 
affected developers’ ability to convert 
interest into actual sales. 

In summing up, we feel that in 
the absence of more incentives/
promotional campaigns by the 
government working in tandem with 
the industry, the residential property 
market will remain challenging in 2020 
and growth will be moderate to flattish.
Further, as a lot of developers have 
shifted their attention from the high 
end market segment which is currently 
experiencing sluggish sales take-
up and re-focussed their attention 
on the affordable/medium priced 
homes in the RM500,000 to RM750,000 
segment, they will have to launch and 
sell more units in order to hit a higher 
sales turnover or at least maintain 
their past year’s performance. This will 
put more pressure on the marketeers 
as they will have to think and carry 
out more innovative strategies and 
sales campaigns to push out a larger 
number of units onto the market. 

There is also a possibility that the number 
of unsold units for this year may rise as 
the number of units set aside to meet 

the Bumiputera quota requirement will 
go up, particularly if the projects are not 
located in areas which are popular with 
Bumiputera buyers. 

After holding back due to the weak 
market sentiments over the past few 
years, a couple of developers have 
dusted their shelves and brought out 
to the market new high-end projects 
in the prime locations of KL. These new 
launches have attracted considerable 
interest both locally as well as overseas 
but it is yet to be seen whether the 
developers are able to convert all 
the interest into actual signed Sale & 
Purchase Agreements.  

In the face of an uncertain market 
environment, industry players should 
start to fortify themselves to brace 
against all challenges which may 
arise from any political or economic 

maelstroms. As the country embraces 
the advent of 5G and Industry 4.0 
together with fast changing consumer 
tastes and preferences digitalisation and 
technological advances, everyone 
should equip themselves with the right 
expertise and knowledge to keep up 
with the times so that the industry can 
make the big leap forward into the 
new decade.

In concluding this editorial, it is my fervent 
hope that positive developments will 
override the negative ones and 2020 
will turn out to be a good year for all.

Gong Xi Fa Cai and I wish all our 
clients and associates a happy and 
prosperous 2020.

Tang Chee Meng
Chief Operating Officer

In November 2019, Henry Butcher Malaysia was honoured with a surprise 
visit by two former representatives of Henry Butcher London. Derek Sadler was 
instrumental in the establishment of Henry Butcher in Malaysia as he was the 
focal point of contact to assist the setting up of a Malaysian office. John Rounce 
used to run Henry Butcher/GoIndustry’s Property Management operations in 
Malaysia. Derek is now a consultant for property management matters while 
John is attached to another P&M consultancy based in Bangkok

(From left) Former representative of Henry Butcher London Derek Sadler, Director of Henry 
Butcher Malaysia Long Tian Chek, formerly headed Henry Butcher/GoIndustry’s P&M opera-
tions in Malaysia John Rounce and Henry Butcher Malaysia Director Gary Liew. 
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Rates Appeal in Penang
In light of the thunderous response 
to the assessment review in Penang, 
Henry Butcher Malaysia Penang 
(HBMP) has been invited to shed light 
on the rationale behind the Local 
Government Act 1976 bounded rates. 
Aside from the many complaints 
received by the Penang Island City 
Council (MBPP), interest has also built 
up among the business community 
and Dr. Jason Teoh Poh Huat, Director 
of HBMP, was at hand to present to 
the Penang Hoteliers Association 
on 24 October 2019 and then to 
the Malaysian American Electronics 
Industry (MAEI) together with some 
of the SME players in the community 
on 8 November 2019. Several other 
engagements were also scheduled to 
get to the bottom of the issue.

Ever since Jagdeep Singh Deo, the 
State Local Government Committee 
Chairman, announced a review of 
assessment for 2020 on 12 September 
2019, Penang property owners have 

voiced their displeasure. Under the 
new rate, property owners would have 
to shell out significantly more, primarily 
due to the appreciated values of 
the properties. This is undoubtedly a 
pain point for Penangites, especially 
considering Malaysia’s recent 
economic performance, combined 
with geopolitical concerns putting 
the populace in a more cautious and 
prudent mindset. As of October 2019, 
there were 95,125 complaints on the 
increase of the property assessment 
rate as reported by local business 
news, The Edge Markets.

Assessment rates, or colloquially “cukai 
pintu”, is a local land tax collected by 
local land councils  - in this context, the 
councils are the MBPP and Seberang 
Perai City Council (MBSP). It is meant 
for development and maintenance of 
local infrastructure and services. With 
its origins in England and tracing back 
to Queen Elizabeth I and the Poor 
Relief Act of 1601, the rating system was 

implemented in 1536 as a direct result 
of suppression of the monasteries by 
King Henry VIII. A similar rating system 
was then introduced here by the East 
India Company with the Establishment 
of the Prince of Wales Island in 1786. 
The major difference between the UK 
and Malaysia is that the occupier of 
the property bears the burden in the 
UK while in Malaysia, it is the property 
owners or landlords.

The valuation list provided by MBPP was 
revised every 5 years beginning 1977, 
then 1982, 1987, 1992 and 1997. The 
last review of 2005 had a lengthier 
gap of seven years but the rates 
have remained unchanged until 
now. The 2020 updated rates hence 
will be the most significant change 
in 15 years. The new valuation list is to 
be effective from 1 January 2020 and 
will last for five years, complying with 
the law and barring any oversight 
or omission caused by unforeseen 
circumstances. 

Owners of properties in Penang were taken aback over the impending change of the assessment rates.
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Datuk Seri Hong Yeam Wah, President 
of The Penang Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce commented in the NST 
on 1 October 2019 that a rate update 
was justified, but that the hike should 
be gradual and not immediate, urging 
the state government to reconsider. 
Of course, any rate hike, gradual or 
otherwise, would generate some 
degree of backlash, but the spike in 
the assessment amount has left many 
property owners dissatisfied.

Specifically looking at MBPP’s 
jurisdiction, the tax is imposed on 
all holdings in the administration 
area based on Annual Value and 
Annual Rates. This assessment rate 
is applicable to all types of holdings 
i.e. building or vacant lands. The 
assessment rate is calculated by 
multiplying the Annual Value (the 
estimated gross annual rent) and the 
Annual Rate and the current furore is 
caused by the former.

Looking at the proposed assessment 
rate effective 2020, MBPP Mayor Yew 
Tung Seang commented that the 
rates for 16 of the 17 categories of 
properties had actually gone down. 
However, because the annual value 
of the properties has increased, many 
owners will end up paying more (Free 
Malaysia Today, September 26 2019).

Perhaps the most immediate effect 
from the revised assessment rate is that 
property owners will have to factor this 
into their future and current purchases, 
and to evaluate their property portfolio. 
The rate increase could also dissuade 
potential buyers who are looking to 
purchase a property in Penang. 

That said, the local councils have 
allowed property owners to voice their 
objections to the hike by 14 October 
2019. Of the 95,125 complaints raised, 
54,459 objections were within the 
purview of MBPP and its Mayor Datuk 
Yew said most of the objections came 
from owners of condos and landed 
homes (The Star, October 28 2019). 
The hope is that all objections will be 
attended to by March 2020 with 24 
MBPP councillors already assigned 
in three locations i.e. Komtar, Penang 
City Hall and the Balik Pulau Sports 
Complex. If still dissatisfied, Section 
145 of the Local Government Act 1976 
provides a recourse for the property 
owners to file the case at the High 
Court. But pursuing a legal tussle will 
inevitably be a sticky and costly affair.

No. Property Type Current Rates Proposed Rates, 
2020

1 Industry 14.75% 12.00%

COMMERCIAL

2 Landed 11.55% 9.00%

3 Petrol Station 14.75% 9.00%

4 Tower/Structure/
Telecommunication Cabins

11.55% 9.00%

5 Stratified Shops 11.55% 9.00%

6 Soho 11.55% 10.00%

7 Commercial Complex 11.55% 11.00%

RESIDENTIAL

8 Stratified Low Cost & Low 
Medium Cost

7.50% 5.00%

9 Apartment/Condominium 8.50% 5.80%

10 Landed 9.30% 6.00%

11 Landed Low Cost & Low 
Medium Cost

9.30% 5.00%

12 Association/Clan 7.00% 7.00%

13 Golf Club/Turf Club 14.75% 14.70%

14 Hotel 14.75% 14.70%

15 Northeast District 
Development Land

5.50% 4.00%

16 Southwest District 
Development Land

2.70% 2.00%

17 Agricultural Land 1.00% 0.50%

Source: Local Government Act 1976, Monograph on Rating, Ministry of Finance, Malaysia

Examples of Tax Assessment Calculations
a. Building (Landed Residential)

Rental per Month = RM500.00
Rental per Year RM500.00 x 12 months = RM6,000.00
Annual Value = RM6,000.00
Multiply the New Annual Rate = 6%
Assessment Rate per Annum = RM360.00

b. Land (Development Land DTL)
Land Area of Vacant Land = 5,000sf
Market Price per Square Feet = RM100.00psf
Overall Land Price = RM500,000.00
Rates that Determine Annual Value = 5%
Annual Value of Land = RM25,000.00
Multiply the New Annual Rate = 4%
Assessment Rate per Annum = RM1,000.00 

Rates Exempted Properties, Sections 134 & 135 of Local Government Act 1976
● As public places for religious worship;
● As licensed public burial grounds or crematoria; 
● For public schools;
● As public places for charitable purposes or for the purposes of science, 
    literature or the fine arts;
● Recreational;
● Social;
● Welfare;
● and not for profit.
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More Units Rolled Out in 2019

KEPONG

2 Highrise
RM600 - 
RM700psf

PROJECT

DESA PARKCITY

1 Highrise
RM1000 - 
RM1200
psfPROJECT

JLN KUCHING

1 Highrise
RM550 - 
RM650
psfPROJECT

PANTAI DALAM  

2 Highrise
RM300 - 
RM350
psf
Landed
RM700 - 
RM800
psf

PROJECTS

SEPUTEH 

1 Highrise
RM1300 - 
RM1500
psfPROJECT

JLN KLANG LAMA 

1 Highrise
RM530 - 
RM580
psfPROJECT

BUKIT JALIL  

2 Highrise
RM750 - 
RM1000
psfPROJECTS

BS PERMAISURI

1 Highrise
RM500 - 
RM600
psfPROJECT

BUKIT BINTANG

2 Highrise
RM1500 - 
RM2500
psfPROJECTS

WANGSA MAJU

2 Highrise
RM500 - 
RM600
psfPROJECTS

SETAPAK

3 Highrise
RM350 - 
RM600
psfPROJECTS

JLN IPOH

2 Highrise
RM450 - 
RM600
psfPROJECTS

New launches in KL and Selangor between 2018 and 2019. By Henry Butcher Research

Although there were a flurry of activities 
at the Home Ownership Campaign 2019 
(HOC2019), the year experienced a 
marginal increase in new property launches 
across Kuala Lumpur and Selangor 
compared to the previous year. Whereas 
2018 saw a total of 87 new launches, 2019 
recorded 89 but these numbers were 
superseded by the significant increase 
in total units offered - 43,196 in Q3 2019 
(+6,589 units; +18%) compared to 36,607 
units in 2018. We are also aware that NAPIC’s 
data may present a different number than 
ours but this is due to the different methods 
deployed to capture and classify data. For 
example, in our data, we have incorporated 
serviced apartments, Soho’s and its similar 
variant whereas NAPIC’s data excludes 
this and categorised it instead as under 
commercial properties.

Of the 89 recorded new launches, 61 of 
them (69%) were in Selangor and across 
both years and blessed with more land, the 
state has been favoured for new launches. 
In 2018 alone, Selangor recorded 59% of 
the total new launches although there 
was a closer split when it comes to units 
launched with a total of 22,767 units (53%), 
edging Kuala Lumpur just slightly with 
20,429 (47%). But the tables were turned 
just a year before with Kuala Lumpur 
registering 21,427 units or 59% of the total 
launches. 

In 2019, March was the most active 
matching the activity from March 2018 
(15 launches each), and the momentum 
continued into April (14), May (10) and 
in September (10). It is likely the active 
launches were motivated by the positive 
sentiments brought about by the HOC2019.

Due to the scarcity of land for development, 
high-rises have just about become the 
de facto in Kuala Lumpur and Selangor 
in recent years, and 2019 is no different. 
According to our data, the unit supply in 
2019 stood at 37,870 strata units (88%) 
and 5,326 landed units (12%), with an 
almost similar ratio in 2018 (85% strata; 15% 
landed). 

Launch activities in 2019 mostly comprised 
serviced residences/apartments (33 in 
2019; 30 in 2018), followed by terraces 
and superlinks (28 for both 2018 and 
2019), and condominiums (13 in 2019; 
15 in 2018). This resulted in a total of 101 
projects in 2019, and 93 in 2018. Note that 

DUTAMAS

1 Highrise
RM700 - 
RM800psf

PROJECT

SRI PETALING 

1 Highrise
RM650 - 
RM800
psfPROJECT

TMN MELAWATI

2 Highrise
RM500 - 
RM1000
psfPROJECTS

2018 2019

Projects 87 89

2018 2019

Units 36,607 43,196

Number of New 
Project Launches

Number of Units Launched 
in New Projects

KUALA LUMPUR

SENTUL

1 Highrise
RM550 - 
RM600
psfPROJECT

JLN TUN RAZAK

1 Highrise
RM2000 - 
RM2200
psfPROJECTS

D’SARA HEIGHTS 

1 Highrise
RM1500 - 
RM1600
psfPROJECT

KUCHAI LAMA 

1 Highrise
RM600 - 
RM650
psfPROJECT
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the numbers differ from the launches 
by project, as some projects (such 
as Setia Ecohill) have multiple types 
(terrace and semi-detached), which 
are counted separately. Hence, the 
expanded numbers.

Of the 101 projects launched in 2019, 42 
(42%) offered units between 801 to 1,000 
sq ft, followed by 41 (41%) developments 
with units exceeding 2,000 sq ft, 26 
(26%) offering units between 601 to 800 
sq ft, and 24 (24%) with units between 
1,001 to 1,200 sq ft. Based on the data, 
developers concentrated more in the 
601 to 1,200 sq ft range, compared to 
2018, where the focus was expanded to 
include units up to 1,500 sq ft. 

In terms of location, Bangi, Kajang, 
Sepang and Shah Alam had the most 

new property launches in 2019 (5 each), 
followed by Klang, Setia Alam and Sungai 
Buloh (4 each). We also observed that 
Klang, Sepang and Setia Alam received a 
fair bit of attention in 2018 (5 each). 

Based on the numbers, we can see the 
focus of development is leaning towards 
areas which will soon be connected by 
upcoming infrastructure such as the LRT3 
transit line and MRT SSP (Sungai Buloh–
Serdang–Putrajaya) line. Once these lines 
are fully operational, expect to see more 
prominence in these areas.

In terms of pricing, there are still value buys 
available, with 48 projects (48%) offering 
units below RM500 per sq ft. Up a notch to 
between RM501 to RM750, there were 56 
projects launched across Kuala Lumpur 
and Selangor (55%) and the ones in Kuala 
Lumpur were all high-rises:

●  Wangsa Maju (RM500 to RM600 
     per sq ft); 
●  Bandar Sri Permaisuri (RM500 
     to RM600 per sq ft); 
●  Jalan Klang Lama (RM530 to RM580 per 

sq ft);
●  Jalan Kuching (RM550 to RM650 
     per sq ft);
●  Kuchai Lama (RM600 to RM650 
     per sq ft);
●  Kepong (RM600 to RM700 per sq ft); and
●  Sri Petaling (RM650 to RM800 
     per sq ft).

Meanwhile, in a similar price bracket in 
Selangor:
●  Rawang (landed, RM450 to RM600  
     per sq ft)
● Kota Kemuning (landed, RM500 to RM600 

per sq ft);
●  Shah Alam (high-rise, RM500 
     to RM600 per sq ft);
● Kajang (landed, RM500 to RM750 per sq 

ft)   
●  Putrajaya (high-rise, RM550 to RM600 per 

sq ft).

RAWANG

2 Landed
RM450 - 
RM600psf

PROJECTS

CHERAS

2 Highrise
RM450 - 
RM700psf

PROJECTS

BANGI

5 Landed
RM300 - 
RM750psf

PROJECTS

SEMENYIH

1 Landed
RM300 - 
RM400psf

PROJECT

SEPANG

5 Highrise
RM350 - 
RM550psf
Landed
RM300 - 
RM500psf

PROJECTS

PUCHONG

2 Highrise
RM400 - 
RM600psf
Landed
RM650 - 
RM800psf

PROJECTS

KOTA KEMUNING

2 Highrise
RM130 - 
RM250psf
Landed
RM500 - 
RM600psf

PROJECTS

KLANG

5 Highrise
RM450 - 
RM800psf
Landed
RM300 - 
RM850psf

PROJECTS

PUNCAK ALAM

2 Highrise
RM200 - 
RM220psf
Landed
RM350 - 
RM500psf

PROJECTS

SERENDAH

1 Landed
RM200 - 
RM300psf

PROJECT

SHAH ALAM

5 Highrise
RM500 - 
RM600psf
Landed
RM350 - 
RM600psf

PROJECTS

BANDAR UTAMA

1 Highrise
RM800 - 
RM900psf

PROJECT

SELANGOR

DENGKIL

2 Highrise
RM350 - 
RM500psf
Landed
RM350 - 
RM800psf

PROJECTS

SERI KEMBANGAN

1 Highrise
RM600 - 
RM800psf

PROJECT

SUNGAI BULOH

4 Landed
RM300 - 
RM700psf

PROJECTS

KUALA SELANGOR

1 Highrise
RM400 - 
RM450psf

PROJECT

SETIA ALAM

4 Highrise
RM500 - 
RM800psf
Landed
RM350 - 
RM900psf

PROJECTS

SUBANG JAYA

3
Highrise
RM600 - 
RM1100
psfPROJECTS CYBERJAYA

3 Landed
RM350 - 
RM700psf

PROJECTS

PETALING JAYA

3 Highrise
RM700 - 
RM1100
psfPROJECTS

KAJANG

5 Highrise
RM450 - 
RM550psf
Landed
RM500 - 
RM750psf

PROJECTS

PUTRAJAYA

1 Highrise
RM550 - 
RM600psf

PROJECT

BALAKONG

1 Highrise
RM450 - 
RM550psf

PROJECTS

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

APARTMENT 
/ FLAT

CONDOMINIUM SERVICED 
RESIDENCE /

SERVICED 
APARTMENT

SOHO / SOFO
SOVO / SOSO

TERRACE /
SUPER LINK

BUNGALOW SEMI-D TOWNHOUSECLUSTER

Types of Projects

2018 2019

8 8

1
6

1

15
13

6

10

30
33

1
3 3

28 28
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On the upper end of the scale, high-rises 
around Kuala Lumpur hotspots commanded 
significantly higher asking prices:
●  Desa ParkCity (RM1,000 to RM1,200 
     per sq ft);
●  Seputeh (RM1,300 to RM1,500 
     per sq ft); 
●  Damansara Heights (RM1,500 to 
     RM1,600 per sq ft);
●  Bukit Bintang (RM1,500 to RM2,500 
     per sq ft); and
●  Jalan Tun Razak (RM2,000 to RM2,200 
     per sq ft). 

From our observation, there were more 
projects that had units targeting the higher 
income bracket where out of the 101 project 
types, 46 (46%) had units priced above 
RM1 million. But with affordability remaining 
core in the market, up to 42 projects 
(42%) offered units between RM401,000 to 
RM600,000, followed by 38 (38%) with units 
between RM601,000 to RM800,000. A similar 
trend is also spotted in 2018 with 48 projects 
(52%) featuring units between RM401,000 to 
RM600,000.

Encouraged by the recently concluded 
HOC2019 and the Youth Housing Scheme as 
well as the Rent-to-Own concept, developers 
were definitely in a more upbeat mood to 
press on in extending offerings back into 
the market as they tailored more products 
to appeal to young families and the young 
working class. 2018 2019

Unit Sizes 
by Projects

Below 600sf

601sf - 800sf

801sf - 1,000sf

1,001sf - 1,200sf

1,201sf - 1,500sf

1,501sf - 1,800sf

1,801sf - 2,000sf

Above 2,000sf

Below
RM400,000

RM401,000 
- RM600,000

RM601,000 
- RM800,000

RM801,000 
- RM1,000,000

Above 
RM1,000,000

Pricing
by Projects

Price Per
Square Feet (PSF)

10%

25%

41%

25%

29%

20%

18%

30%

16%

26%

42%

24%

19%

16%

14%

41%

17%

52%

44%

44%

43%

29%

42%

38%

37%

46%

Below 
RM500

RM501
- RM750

RM751
- RM1000

RM1,001
- RM1,500

Above 
RM1,500

48

41

25

4

4

48

56

16

4

4

6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Location
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Bangi
Kajang
Sepang
Shah Alam

Klang 
Setia Alam
Sungai Buloh 

Cyberjaya
Petaling Jaya
Setapak
Subang Jaya

Bukit Bintang
Bukit Jalil
Cheras
Dengkil
Jalan Ipoh
Kepong
Kota Kemuning
Pantai Dalam
Puchong
Puncak Alam
Rawang
Taman Melawati
Wangsa Maju

Bandar Sri Permaisuri
Bandar Utama
Balakong
Damansara Heights
Desa ParkCity
Dutamas
Jalan Klang Lama
Jalan Kuching
Jalan Tun Razak
Klang
Kuala Selangor
Kuchai Lama
Putrajaya
Sentul
Serendah
Semenyih
Seputeh
Seri Kembangan
Sri Petaling

Cheras
Klang

Rawang
Sepang
Setapak

Setia Alam
Mont Kiara

Puchong
Cyberjaya

Kota Kemuning
Petaling Jaya
Sungai Buloh

Bandar Sri Damansara
Bangi

Jalan Kuching
Kajang

OUG
Segambut
Semenyih

Wangsa Maju
Ampang

Ara Damansara
Bandar Mahkota Cheras

Bandar Sunway
Bukit Bintang

Bukit Jalil
City Centre

Bangsar South
Damansara Heights

Dutamas
Jalan Klang Lama

Kelana Jaya
Kuala Selangor

Pantai Dalam
Putrajaya

Sabak Bernam
Sentul

Seri Kembangan
Shah Alam

Taman Desa
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WARDIEBURN
CAMP

Below 200 201 - 300 301 - 400 401- 500

501 - 600

Under
Construction

Completed

LEGEND

Price RM(psf)

* = Asking Price

Value Map Setapak South
Positioned to meet urban demand.

Built Up (SF) Price (RM PSF)

Maximum 2,551 781

Minimum 532 237

Median 1,190 383

QUICK STATS

601 - 700 701 - 800 Above 800

LANGKAWI

PV10
PV15

PUSAT LATIHAN
KOR POLIS 

TENTERA DIRAJA

DESA SETAPAK

WANGSA MAJU

TAMAN 
MELATI  

SETIAWANGSA

SETAPAK

TAMAN
AYER PANAS

TAMAN P.
RAMLEE

ROYAL SELANGOR
VISITOR CENTRE TAMAN

SRI RAMPAI

PV21

THE PARC

JASMIN

DANAU
KOTA

FORLONG

SETAPAK
GREEN

PRIMA
SETAPAK
CONDO

PRIMA
SETAPAK

FLAT

PV12

PV16

PV20

RAMPAI

100
RESIDENCY

SRI 
PELANGI

MADU MAS

PV13

TERATAI

288
RESIDENCY

THE
NEST

DIAMOND
REGENCY

DIAMOND
RESIDENCES

222
RESIDENCY

MEGAN

VISTA
LANGKAWI

PV18

PLATINUM
TERATAI

BERLIAN

BENNINGTON

RESIDENSI
RAMPAI 2

ZETAPARK

ASCENDA

RESOURCES

SETAPAK
RIA

GENTING

SKY
AWANI 4

SKY
AWANI 3

PLAZA
PRIMA

DAHLIA
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In our previous issue, our Value 
Map covered the area of Setapak 
North, and its rapid development 
in recent years. What was once a 
relatively quiet area near the capital 
has grown by leaps and bounds, 
especially considering the scarcity 
of land available for development 
in the city centre itself. In this issue of 
Herald, we are covering the southern 
area of Setapak.

Just a summary of Setapak as a 
whole before we proceed: Setapak 
(literally “one step” in Malay) is 
located north-east of Kuala Lumpur, 
and belongs in the constituency 
of Gombak. Occupying an area of 
160km2, its northern limit is Gunung 
Bunga Buah; while its north-eastern 
limit is Genting Sempah on the 
Pahang border. Currently, what is 
considered “Setapak” comprises the 
township of Wangsa Maju, as well as 
the first few stretches of Jalan Pahang 
and its surrounding areas.

Noteworthy attractions in the 
southern part of Setapak include the 
Royal Selangor Visitor Centre and 
Wangsa Walk Mall. Public transit is 
made convenient with several stops 
along the Kelana Jaya LRT line with 
stations in Gombak, Taman Melati, 
Wangsa Maju, Sri Rampai and 
Setiawangsa. Seeing as the Kelana 
Jaya LRT is the popular choice 
among commuters, residents of 
Setapak can easily make their way to 
the capital for work or play.

Like its northern counterpart, the 
southern part of Setapak saw rapid 
growth and development during 
the 2000’s, with more to come in 
the 2020’s. Based on our data, 16 
projects (out of 33) in southern 
Setapak were completed around the 
2000’s whereas only a handful (4 out 
of 33) during the 1990’s. With land 
scarcity becoming an ever-growing 
challenge throughout the Klang 
Valley, Setapak mirrors that trend, with 
mostly strata-type developments. 
Initial projects in the area from the 
1990’s were constructed to be under 
1,000 sq ft; currently, developments 
offer units that reach a maximum 
size of 2,551 sq ft (Prima Setapak 
Condominium).

We also observed that the 2000’s 
saw a dramatic increase in projects 
offering units that offered significantly 
larger living spaces with units that 
were close to or exceeded the 
1,000 sq ft mark. This is perhaps due 

Project Minimum Maximum Completion 
Date

100 Residency 1,447 1,453 2016

222 Residency 1,141 1,152 2013

288 Residency 1,432 1,981 2014

Ascenda Residences @ Sky 
Arena 904 1,195 2017

Dahlia Apartment 861 - 2000's

Danau Kota Flat 697 700 2000's

Diamond Regency 
Condominium 990 1,335 2007

Diamond Residence 1,453 - 2009

Forlong Apartment 915 - 1990's

Genting Court 635 802 1995

Jasmin Apartment 783 - 2000's

Langkawi Apartment 829 926 1990's

Madu Mas Condominium 1,163 1,625 2009

Megan Setapak 744 972 2000's

Platinum Lake PV 10 1,270 - 2008

Platinum Lake PV 12 1,206 1,389 2008

Platinum Lake PV 13 1,324 1,808 2010

Platinum Lake PV 15 1,475 1,518 2012

Platinum Lake PV 16 1,324 1,658 2013

Platinum Lake PV 20 1,345 1,464 2014

Platinum Lake PV 21 900 1,040 2016

Plaza Prima Setapak 
Condominium 1,292 1,432 2007

Prima Setapak Condominium 1,227 2,551 2000's

Prima Setapak Flat 560 - 2000's

Rampai Court 592 - 1990's

Resources Spring Condominium 872 - 2000's

Setapak Green Condominium 1,335 1,561 2014

Setapak Ria Condominium 1,027 1,299 2000's

Sri Pelangi Condominium 926 936 2000's

Residensi Teratai 1,033 1,152 2010's

*The Nest Residences 650 1,201 2018

The Parc Tower 
(Residensi Rampai) 1,109 - 2016

ZetaPark 532 1,303 2014

Project Minimum Maximum Completion 
Date

Bennington Residence @ Sky Arena 1,092 1,570 2019

Berlian Setapak Residensi 905 1,805 2020

PV18 Residence 1,021 1,219 2021

Residensi Rampai 2 800 950 2021

Residensi Platinum Teratai (RUMAWIP) 928 2019

Sky Awani 3 (RUMAWIP) 800 - 2019

Sky Awani 4 (RUMAWIP) 800 - 2021

Vista Langkawi (RUMAWIP) 926 - 2021

Secondary Development (Completed & Built-Up, sq ft)

Primary Development (Under Construction & Built-Up, sq ft)
* = Asking Price

* Rumawip is a housing project initiative which delivers affordable housing across 
   the Federal Territories of Malaysia.
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to developers’ foresight, seeing as 
young working adults are looking for 
a comfortable abode to stay while 
still retaining easy access to the city 
centre.

Based on our data, there was 
an overwhelming majority of 
developments (20 out of 33) priced 
between RM301 to RM400 per sq ft, 
very similar to north Setapak, making 
the area as a whole a good area to 
look into when choosing a home near 
the city centre. One can spot units 
priced below that range (RM200 to 
RM300 per sq ft; 3 out of 33): Danau 
Kota Flat (697 to 700 sq ft, RM243 to 
RM287 per sq ft), Genting Court (635 
to 802 sq ft, RM249 to RM276 per sq ft), 
and Megan Setapak (774 to 972 sq ft, 
RM237 to RM262 per sq ft). Following 
that, there are 12 projects offering 
units priced between RM401 to RM500 
per sq ft.

Meanwhile, there are 4 projects 
offering units at the higher price 
ranges of RM501 to RM700 per sq ft. 
They are Ascenda Residences (904 
to 1,195 sq ft, RM451 to RM528 per sq 
ft), 100 Residency (1,447 to 1,453 sq 
ft, RM539 to RM613 per sq ft), The Nest 
Residences (650 to 1,201 sq ft, RM582 
to RM591 per sq ft), and ZetaPark (532 
to 1,303 sq ft; RM658 to RM781 per sq 
ft). 

As of the time of writing, there are 
several new entrants into the southern 
Setapak’s property market, they are: 

●  Bennington Residence (1,092 to 
1,570 sq ft, RM500 to RM600 per sq 
ft, completion 2019); 

●  Berlian Setapak Residensi (905 to 
1,805 sq ft, RM440 to RM498 per sq 
ft, completion by 2020); 

●  PV18 Residence (1,021 to 1,219 
sq ft, RM430 to RM463 per sq ft, 
completion by 2021); and

●  Residensi Rampai 2 (800 to 950 
sq ft, RM375 to RM457 per sq ft, 
completion by 2021).

Aside from the above, there are also 
four RUMAWIP projects underway:
●   Residensi Platinum Teratai (928 sq ft, 

RM411 per sq ft, completion 2019); 

●   Sky Awani 3 (800 sq ft, RM375 per sq 
ft, completion 2019); 

●   Sky Awani 4 (800 sq ft, RM 375 per 
sq ft, completion by 2021); and

●   Vista Langkawi (926 sq ft, RM324 
per sq ft, completion by 2021).

With the end of the 2010’s and the 
beginning of the 2020’s, Setapak’s 
proximity to the city centre has caught 
the attention of developers looking to 
build their next project to cater to the 
needs of the populace. Judging from 
the list of upcoming developments, 
those who are looking for a well-
connected home may not need to 
look far from the capital.

Setapak is made more convenient with the  Wangsa Maju LRT station other than the already short distance to 
the city centre.

Commercial amenities and facilities are abundant in matured Setapak without 
having to go too far from home.
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2019’s Finale 
Concludes 10 Artful Years

The November auction, like most 
other auctions, were well attended 
even before the first lot was unveiled. 
Regular and new bidders were among 
those present. Between them were 
also the new and the adventurous few 
but this was hardly unsurprising as the 
collection for the day ranged in value, 
age and depth; fit for a class of society 
made up of, well, all walks of life.

“We are heartened that this auction 
reflects a widening of interest for works 
from the region, and participation of 
new and young collectors,” said Sim 
Polenn, Director of Henry Butcher Art 
Auctioneers (HBAA).

Action began with some easy pieces 
but it didn’t take long for the bidding 
exchange to occur. Of prominence 
was Abdul Latiff Mohidin’s Pago-Pago 
paper dated 1964 which began 
at RM24,000 and concluded at 
RM33,600. This was closely followed by 
his next piece painted in 1967 called 
Emerging Plants sold at RM28,000.

The late Dato’ Chuah Thean Teng’s 
artworks also appeared back to 
back. Dubbed the Father of Batik, 
his innovative Harapan circa 1970’s 
attracted a bidding battle with a 
collector on the phone before selling 
at RM49,280. His second piece Mother 
& Child of the same era was however 
less intense in bids and closed at 
RM42,560. Dato’ Chuah’s final piece 
for the day, Father & Son from the 
1960’s, enjoyed brief bids before going 
at RM42,560.

Momentum picked up as the day 
went along, cracking the RM100,000 
threshold with Ahmad Fuad Osman’s 
Imitating The Woods 2004 depicting a 

naked man in the woods basked in the 
glory of the auction and exchanged 
bids from RM50,000 before concluding 
at RM123,200.

Another leading contemporary artist 
Zulkifli Yusoff’s Martial Art Training 
1997 sparked an intense bidding 
before remarkably sold at RM123,200, 
more than double its starting bid of 

RM60,000. Before that, Eng Hwee Chu’s 
Black Moon 11 featuring a dejected 
topless woman obtained RM100,800.

Yusof Ghani, one of Malaysia’s more 
established artists, saw his Siri Tari 2 
dated 1990 realising RM128,700 with 
a moment of bidding that began at 
RM80,000. Top watercolourist Chang 
Fee Ming’s Two Woman dated 1986 

It has been a decade long since Henry Butcher Art Auctioneers (HBAA) opened its doors to promote domestic 
art and then subsequently around the region on the auction floor. The diligence behind the scenes is nothing 
short of amazing. From a pure real estate firm, it braved industry norms to break into the art circuit. If its found-
ing days were anywhere closer to the digital stratosphere we’re acquainted with today, it would be dubbed a 
Made in Malaysia “Art Disruption”. The Malaysian and Southeast Asian Art Auction held on 3 November 2019 
at Galeri Prima was the final art auction of its 10th year in business before setting its sights on the new decade 
beginning with 2020.

Eye catching, 
Ahmad Fuad 
Osman’s Imitating 
The Woods sold at 
RM123,200.
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also experienced a short moment of 
bidding, starting at RM80,000 before 
settling at RM112,000.

The highest piece for the day went 
to an “introspective-extrapolating 
projection of consciousness of the 
natural world insinuating into the 
mind” by Abdul Latiff Mohidin entitled 
Mindscape dated 1983. It was sold at 
RM313,600. 

Considered a household name, Datuk 
Syed Ahmad Jamal also excited 
the crowd with his 1965 work on 
Perchobaan selling at RM133,000. 

Other notable pieces at the auction 
were a rare museum quality work 
Learning To Know 1967 by Dato’ Mohd 
Hoessein Enas sold at RM61,600, Wong 
Hoy Cheong’s 1987 masterpiece Teriak 
Terpendam realising RM61,600 and 
Tay Bak Koi’s 1998 Untitled work sold 
for RM78,400. Record sale of the 

day, Mindscape by 
Abdul Latiff Mohidin 
at RM313,600.

Zulkifli Yusoff’s Martial Art Training sold at RM123,200.

Out of the 188 lots, 15 were for a special 
Charity Auction (in conjunction 
with HBAA 10th Anniversary and in 
collaboration with Richard Koh Fine 
Art) titled the Blue Art Centre (BAC) 
Project. It features 16 quality works by 
prominent contemporary artists such 
as Yeoh Choo Kuan, Hasanul Isyraf Idris, 
Haffendi Annuar etc. Donated by the 
artists, all artworks were successfully 
sold and raised RM246,900. 100% 
of the proceeds were donated to 
support the BAC Project, which was 
conceptualised in 2011 with the 
aim to provide life development to 
underprivileged Cambodian children 
through arts education/vocational 
training, and to build an art school.

The auction amassed a total of RM3 
million in sales and with it records a 
72.5% success rate. 

For the complete e-catalogue and 
results of Malaysian and Southeast 
Asian Art Auction including past 
auctions’ top performers, logon to 
www.hbart.com.my.


